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There exists an understanding among con men, comedians, stage magicians and mind control exper
"Now one can defend against what they can cannot predict."

This is how comedians make you laugh. They allow you to assume one thing and then shock you in

Con men come out of the blue, never telling their mark that they are going to con them and ste

Stage magicians use misdirection that causes their audience to assume one thing while somethin
Guerilla War of Minds

Mind Control, the covert attempt to influencing others thoughts, is no different. You are requ

There are two benefits to this strategy. First, it will aid the subject to draw their own conc
Pattern Interrupt

Think about all the things that you do that are habitual, a handshake, opening a door, reactin

In each of these cases we are brought from our usual pattern to one that does not match our ex
Creating Mystery

Doing this well on a regular basis in various subtle and not- so-subtle ways will elicit sever
How do you do that?

* Work outside others experience. You can do this alluding to things that you know but that ar

* Unfold the extraordinary from the ordinary. Describe ordinary things as if there is somethin

* Act crazy. This should be done infrequently but can have a dramatic effect if the person has

* Keep moving. Don’t rest on your laurels. Continue to think of subtle ways to interrupt peopl

The best way to "rise above" in this manner is to present everything that usual to their exper
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